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international f reight road

transport



OVERALL DESCRIPTION

International road transport is carried out on the

basis of relevant bilateral or multilateral

intergovernmental agreements regulating the

number and essential conditions of such

transport. Such agreements are concluded

both between individual States and regional

economic associations (unions) of States.

In some cases, a permit for international road

transport may specify special conditions for its

use, for example, the route of transportation, the

list of automobile checkpoints for crossing the

border of States, requirements for vehicles,

driver qualifications, etc. Therefore, each

country prefers to use an individual format of

the permit form in hard copy, as well as

requirements for the language of filling.

During transportation, drivers and employees of

state control and Supervisory authorities

manually fill in the fields of the permit form by

entering data on transportation and crossing

state borders.

The procedure for checking whether the carrier

has a permit by the control and Supervisory

authorities is related to the need for close

physical contact between the transport

company's personnel and the driver with the

inspectors of the regulatory authorities, which is

extremely undesirable in the context of the fight

against COVID-19.

Currently used technologies for registration,

issuance and use of permits on paper exclude

the possibility for control and Supervisory

authorities to carry out remote operational

control over the correct use of permits in

automatic mode. 2



OVERALL DESCRIPTION

An effective measure to eliminate the shortcomings of the existing technology for working with

permits is the introduction of a system for processing, exchanging, issuing and using permits for

international transport in digital format.

maintaining a synchronized national or

unified international database of issued

permits for international road transport,

taking into account the parameters (type of

transport, requirements for rolling stock,

prescribed route, etc.);

translation of procedures for allocating and

issuing permits to a national carrier in online

format, with the introduction of Personal

account user permissions a dedicated WEB

application and mobile applications for

transportation companies;

use of digital methods for monitoring the use

of issued permits for international road

transport, including satellite navigation

technologies.

This should include:
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OVERALL DESCRIPTION

The use of satellite navigation technologies is radically changing the models and methods of

interaction during the transportation process, including the activities of state regulatory authorities in

the implementation of control and Supervisory activities.

In particular, the use of satellite navigation technologies, including the equipping of vehicles with

navigation and communication equipment within the framework of harmonized technical

requirements, the organization of information exchange between States on parameters (routes,

speed, data on stops made, etc.) in the process of international transportation allows for

operational instrumental control, including:

registration of facts, times and places where carriers cross state borders;

monitoring the number and types of transport performed under multiple permits;

the carrier's compliance with the prescribed route and conditions of carriage;

drivers ' compliance with work and rest modes and safe driving rules;

automatic detection of violations of transportation rules, including illegal business activities in the

adjacent territory (cabotage), etc.

Based on satellite navigation data, state control and Supervisory authorities are able to

automatically monitor the number of permits used, as well as detect and register violations.
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Expected benefits and linkages to the pandemic response (1)
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The introduction of a system of electronic permits for international road transport on the routes of Asian roads

with the use of technical remote controls and online monitoring of the transportation process will allow you

to get the following effect:

reduce the costs and time of transport

companies for obtaining permits;

reduce the number and duration of people's

physical contact when applying for permits;

reduce the number of stops and downtime

of vehicles on the route to check the correct

use of permits, as well as the risk of disrupting

the delivery schedule;

reduce the number and duration of physical

contact between the personnel of control

and supervision agencies and drivers during

transportation;

reduce vehicle downtime while waiting for

control procedures for the use of permits on the

transport route;

eliminate the risks of interruption of transportation

and penalties due to the absence or incorrect

entry of information in permits, including due to

language barriers, as well as as a result of

damage or loss of the document;

increase the productivity of the used fleet of cars

and drivers, without increasing their number due

to forced losses during downtime;



Expected benefits and linkages to the pandemic response (2)
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reduce cases of violation of the use of

permits by ensuring the inevitability of

punishment in automatic mode;

reduce the costs of control and

Supervisory authorities for the

administration of the permit system on

paper;

increase the effectiveness of control and

supervision activities over the use of

permits while optimizing administrative

and other resources for its

implementation;

optimize business processes, coordination

and efficiency of interaction between state

regulatory authorities on Asian international

routes;

eliminate negative manifestations of the

human factor that affects the efficiency

and image of carriers and control and

Supervisory activities;

increase transparency of control and

supervision activities and eliminate negative

manifestations of the human factor;

increase the overall capacity of

international transport corridors on Asian

roads by removing administrative barriers

and allowing properly designed vehicles to

pass through.



IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES

The system of electronic permits for international

road transport has not yet been implemented on

international routes of Asian roads, but some

States are discussing certain types of permits.
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Initial recommendations for

launching/strengthening similar

initiative in an interested

country/sector (1)

The introduction of the system of electronic permits

for international road transport is associated with

the transfer of a number of business processes of

the permit system to a digital format.

The effectiveness of the system is significantly

improved with an integrated and harmonized

approach by States located along the Asian road

network. The system should be part of an

integrated ecosystem of government and business

platform solutions for planning, managing and

controlling both the transportation process and

export-import operations.
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Implementation of the system may require

making necessary changes to the regulatory

framework, including in terms of legally

securing the legitimacy of electronic formats

of transportation permits and the results of

monitoring compliance with the conditions of

transportation prescribed in the permit on the

route.

At the same time, it will be necessary to

develop and coordinate standards for

information exchange with state regulatory

authorities of legally significant data at the

international level.



Initial recommendations for launching/strengthening similar initiative in

an interested country/sector (2)
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It is advisable to start implementing the system of electronic permits within the framework of agreements

between a minimum number of States in stages, starting with one of the listed types of permits:

one - time permit for one trip within a specified period of time:

multiple two-way, transit permit for an unlimited number of trips for a specified period of time;

multiple multilateral authorization for an unlimited number of trips for a specified period of time, including

transit trips on the territory of States parties to such an agreement.

o bilateral-in the direction between two States parties to the agreement;

o transit - for transit travel;

o to/from third countries - for transportation of goods to/from States that are not parties to the

bilateral agreement, to the territory of States parties to the bilateral agreement;

o cabotage – for transportation of goods by a carrier between points on the territory of a foreign

state;


